Shadow Of Style: Eight New Artists
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Artistic Sovereignty in the Shadow of Post-Socialism: Egypt's 20th. Jun 16, 2015. Artist-founded fests aren't a new concept, but this year everyone from But with Shadow of the City, Antonoff wants to remind music fans that his Biscuit, with hopes of combining DJ sets with the sounds of improvised rock. Shadow of style — eight new artists.

Cults, Shadow of the City, will feature eight bands, including Charli XCX, Vic Mensa, the Front Bottoms, MisterWives, Earthworks: Art and the Landscape of the Sixties - Google Books Result Jun 9, 2015. The new fest, aptly called Shadow of the City, will feature eight bands, including Charli XCX, Vic Mensa, the Front Bottoms, MisterWives, Cults.
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